This paper presents a dynamic model of the rm with risk-free debt contracts, investment irreversibility and debt restructuring costs. The model ts several stylized facts of corporate nance and asset pricing: First, book leverage is constant across different book-to-market portfolios whereas market leverage differs signi cantly. Second, changes in the market leverage are mainly caused by changes in stock prices rather than changes in debt. Third, when the model is calibrated to t the crosssectional distribution of book-to-market ratios it explains the return differences across different rms. The model also shows that investment irreversibility alone cannot generate the cross-sectional patterns in stock returns and that leverage is the main source of value premium.
Introduction
Firms with a high ratio of book value of equity to market value of equity, referred to as value rms, earn higher expected stock returns than growth rms that have low book-to-market equity ratio. However, as Grinblatt and Titman (2001, p.392 ) point out, conventional wisdom tells us that growth options should be riskier than assets-in-place:
"Consider Wal-Mart, for example. The value of this rm's assets can be regarded as the value of the existing Wal-Mart outlets in addition to the value of any outlets that Wal-Mart may open in the future. The option to open new stores is known as a growth option. Because growth options tend to be most valuable in good times and have implicit leverage they contain a great deal of systematic risk."
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To add insult to injury, Fama and French (1992) show that portfolios of stocks with different book-to-market ratios have similar riskiness as measured by the standard Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) of Sharpe (1964) , Lintner (1965) and Black (1972) . This phenomenon is coined as the "value premium puzzle" and helped the Fama and French model replace the CAPM as the benchmark in asset pricing literature.
This paper explains the differences in the stock returns of value and growth rms. For this purpose, I extend the investment irreversibility model of Abel and Eberly (1996) with investors' risk preferences, risk-free debt contracts and debt adjustment costs. Using this framework, I show that nancial leverage can explain the major share of the value premium while investment irreversibility alone generates a growth premium rather than a value premium. However, investment irreversibility is still an important ingredient that improves the t of the model to the data by generating a wide range of book-to-market values.
The nancing decisions in this model are similar, but not identical, to Fischer, Heinkel and Zechner (1989) and Gomes and Schmid (2009) . These papers add debt restructuring costs to the standard trade-off theory of capital structure where a rm chooses its nancing policy by balancing the costs of bankruptcy and bene ts of debt, such as tax shields due to interest payments. My paper also assumes that rms bene t from the tax shield of debt as in the trade-off theory and that they face additional costs at the time of debt restructuring. However, debt has two properties that separates it from previous papers: It is risk-free and endogenously limited by the lenders to a certain fraction of capital.
The choice of risk-free debt serves simplicity, conformity to data and consistency: First, it simpli es the analysis of the model because I do not need to keep track of market value of leverage separately. Second, it also ts the facts presented in Fama and French (1993) that book-to-market factor does not affect bond returns (p.6) and "average excess bond returns are close to zero" so that "the hypothesis that all the corporate and government bond portfolios have the same long-term expected returns cannot be rejected" (p. 5,13,14) . Finally, because we do not observe the market value of debt many studies that relate risky debt to returns use book value of leverage as a proxy for market value of leverage. However, this contradicts the assumption of risky debt and the approach defeats the purpose. Therefore, for the sake of consistency as a third reason, I stick to risk-free debt.
The debt limit of the rm is determined endogenously in the following way: Since interest payment is tax deductible, the rm prefers debt nancing to equity nancing and it would rather have in nite amount of debt. However, this leads to negative equity value in some states so that the rm would rather go bankrupt instead of paying its debt. Therefore, for debt to remain risk-free, lenders will limit the amount of debt. They can limit the debt by accepting the resale value of capital as collateral and ensuring that this value is not lower than the amount of debt so that they can recover their money in case of bankruptcy 1 .
Alternatively, lenders may limit the amount of debt in order to ensure that the market value of equity is always non-negative and bankruptcy is suboptimal for the rm. I show that the the market value of equity is strictly positive when the debt capacity equals resale value of capital. Therefore, the market value of equity would still be non-negative if the lenders would lend the rm more than its resale value of capital. Thus, the latter policy provides the rm with a higher debt capacity and the rm prefers this latter debt policy while the lenders are indifferent. An important property of the model is that the book leverage, i.e. fraction of total capital supplied by lenders, is state-independent. The book leverage is determined in such a way that the rm value is non-negative even in the worst case scenario to avoid bankruptcy. I show that this worst case scenario is independent of the state variables and hence a revision of debt agreement at a later date would lead to the same level of leverage. As a result, it is not optimal for the rm to change its book leverage once it is set and the book leverage remains the same across rms with different ratios of book-to-market equity, whereas market leverage differs signi cantly. Figure 1 plots averages of book and market leverage within different book-to-market portfolios and provides support for this argument.
2 Moreover, because the level of debt is constant in the inaction region (when the rm does not invest) the rm's market debt-equity ratio varies closely with uctuations in its own stock prices. This implication of the model is in line with the results of Welch (2004) who nds that the U.S. corporations do little to counteract the in uence of stock price changes on their capital structures. My analysis shows that the investment irreversibility alone causes a growth premium rather than a value premium. The rm's investment opportunity is a call option because the rm has the right but not the obligation to buy a unit of capital at a predetermined price. As we know from the nancial options literature, when the price of the underlying security rises and falls, the price of the call option rises and falls at a greater rate. This suggests that the value of growth option, i.e. the call option to invest, should be more responsive to economic shocks than the assets-in-place. Therefore, growth options increase the riskiness of the rm. Similarly, the disinvestment opportunity is a put option, because the rm has the right but not the obligation to sell a unit of capital at a predetermined price. The value of this put option is negatively related to the value of the underlying asset because the gain from exercising it is higher for less productive rms. Therefore, the disinvestment option provides the value rms that have low productivity with an insurance against downside risk and hence reduces their riskiness. This proposition contrasts the wisdom of recent literature, e.g. Zhang (2005) and Cooper (2006) , that presents investment irreversibility as the source of value premium.
In this model, nancial leverage affects stock returns directly, through its effect on equity risk à la Modigliani and Miller (1958) , and indirectly, through its effect on business risk by in uencing investment decisions. I nd that these two channels have opposing effects on the relationship between book-to-market ratios and stock returns. However, the Modigliani-Miller effect strongly dominates the investment channel and explains the major share of value premium.
The Modigliani-Miller (1958) effect of debt comes from the fact that book-to-market ratio and market leverage are closely related when the book leverage is constant as we observe within the context of this model. In particular, if we let BE; M E, BL and M L be book value of equity, market value of equity, book leverage and market leverage respectively, and use the fact that market value of debt is equal to book value of debt when debt is risk-free, we have
Because book value is constant across value and growth rms, this equation implies that value rms have higher market leverage than growth rms Therefore, they have greater equity risk due to Modigliani and Miller theorem. Financial leverage also affects investment and hence the business risk, because it inuences the effective degree of investment irreversibility faced by the owners of the rm. When investment can be nanced with leverage, the effective price of capital is reduced by the tax savings associated with debt nancing at the time of investment. On the other hand, at the time of disinvestment, the rm has to pay back its debt due to the debt agreement and therefore has to give up the tax savings associated with the debt nancing of that particular investment. Because the purchase price is greater than resale price and both should be adjusted by the same value of tax savings, their ratio increases as a result of debt nancing. This increases the effective irreversibility perceived by the owners of the rm. Since irreversibility reduces value premium, so does the investment channel of leverage.
Figure 1: Book leverage and market leverage across different book-to-market value portfolios created using the method in Fama and French (1992) . The numbers on the horizontal axis give the average book-to-market equity value in each portfolio. The numbers in the vertical axis give the average market and book leverage in each prtofolio. Source: The Center for Research in Security Prices, CRSP-COMPUSTAT merged database and author's calculations. This paper is closely related to the growing literature that tries to link corporate decisions to asset returns. In addition to Zhang (2005) and Cooper (2006) discussed before, Carlson, Fisher and Giammarino (2004) link value premium to operating leverage, Livdan, Sapriza and Zhang (2009) look at the effect of exogenous risk-free debt capacity on stock returns and Gomes and Schmid (2009) link leverage and growth options to asset returns. The paper contributes to this literature in many ways. First, the closed form solution of the model identi es explicitly how investment irreversibility, nancial leverage and their interaction affects cross-section of stock returns. Second, the debt capacity of the rm is endogenously determined. Third, the paper does not need to rely on a high degree of irreversibility in order to generate a sizable variation in stock returns because of the interaction of nancial leverage and irreversibility.
3 Fourth, the paper calibrates the model using maximum likelihood to capture the distribution of book-to-market values instead of a plugging in parameter values in an ad-hoc manner and the calibrated model captures the distribution 3 The degree of irreversibility assumed by the cited papers implies that the net value generated by disinvestment is non-positive after adjustment costs are included. However, Hall (2004) estimates the adjustment cost parameter for capital in a quadratic adjustment cost model without debt and nds that adjustment costs are relatively small and are not an important part of the explanation of the large movements in company values.
of market leverage reasonably well.
4 Finally, the paper shows that nancial leverage can explain value premium. The next section presents the problem of the rm in a continuous time setting. I then discuss the optimal investment policy and the market value of equity. The fourth section presents optimal nancing policy and its relationship with investment. The fth section links stock returns with investment irreversibility and nancial leverage. The two sections thereafter present the calibration of the model and the comparison of simulation results with the data. The section thereafter provides an extension of the model introducing the time varying price of the capital to account failure of CAPM and the last section concludes.
The Model
My model extends the investment irreversibility model of Abel and Eberly (1996) with corporate taxes, debt and a stochastic discount factor to capture investors' risk preference. While debt capacity and investment and nancing decisions are endogenous investors' preferences are captured by an exogenous discount factor as in Zhang (2005), Cooper (2006) and Carlson, Fisher, Giammarino (2004) among others.
The rms choose their investment and nancing policy in order to maximize the market value of equity. Investment is subject to partial irreversibility, i.e. the purchase price of one unit of capital is 1 and the resale price is < 1. Each rm produces output at time t using capital K t and takes the level of productivity X t and the stochastic discount factor of investors, S t , as exogenously given. Both X t and S t follow geometric Brownian motions
where E t [ dS t =S t ] = rdt is the interest rate and S is the price of risk. 5 The Brownian increments dw A and dw i represent systematic and idiosyncratic shocks respectively and are independent of each other. They can be aggregated using = p
Moreover, if we let U t and L t denote total capital purchases and 4 To the best of my knowledge no other paper in the literature makes an effort to match the distribution of book-to-market values and leverage although this distribution is important in generating the cross-sectional distribution of returns. The implications of omitting this fact are crucial and discussed in the section Calibration. 5 This stochastic discount factor can be derived as the result of time separable constant relative risk aversion utility with constant discount rate where consumption follows a geometric Brownian motion or linear utility with time varying discount rate. total capital sales up to time t we can write net change in the stock of capital as dK t = dU t dL t where dU t 0 and dL t 0.
The net income of the rm is given by the operating cash ows net of cost of maintenance and cash ows to debtholders plus tax shields from depreciation and interest payment:
where is the tax on corporate income, h > 0 is the productivity multiplier and 0 < < 1 is the returns to scale parameter of the production function. 6 On the cash out ow side, is the maintenance cost per unit of capital, r is the risk-free rate on debt and b t is the fraction of the capital provided by the lenders, or book leverage. I model nancial leverage as risk-free debt extended through a credit line where the debtholders agree to nance a certain fraction of operating capital. Intuitively, the lenders can keep the debt risk-free by a collateralized debt agreement and limit the amount of debt by the resale price of capital so that b. Alternatively, they can set a limit on debt that guarantees that the rm always has a non-negative market equity and hence honors its debt rather than going bankrupt. The rm has the option to renegotiate this fraction later, but debt restructuring requires that the existing debt is retired altogether and the new debt is issued at a cost proportional to the amount of new debt, c, as in Fisher, Heinkel and Zechner (1989) . As a result of this credit line the rm will invest when the marginal value of capital to equity holders is 1 b as this is the fraction of new investment that should be nanced with equity. Moreover, the rm will disinvest when the marginal value of capital is b because the rm gets for each unit of capital sold but has to give back b to debtholders in order to keep the book leverage constant according to the debt agreement. In the following analysis, X U (K; b) denotes the investment boundary along which the marginal value of capital is 1 b whereas X L (K; b) denotes the disinvestment boundary along which the marginal value of capital is b. These two boundaries enclose the inaction region where the marginal value of capital is between 1 b and b and the net investment is zero. This investment policy will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
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The following proposition shows that the market value of equity is always strictly positive when debt is limited by the resale price of capital and therefore establishes that the rm will never go bankrupt under a collateralized debt agreement.
Proposition 1
The market value of equity is strictly positive if debt is limited by the resale price of capital and the marginal value of capital is right-continuous at investment boundary.
Proof. We have b if debt is limited by the resale price of capital. The market value of equity is bounded by ( b) K 0 because this is what the shareholders will get after paying the lenders if they decide to dissolve the rm. Let J (X; K; b) be the market value of equity and K U (X; b) be the inverse of the investment boundary X U (K; b) with respect to capital. Then J (X; K U (X; b) ; b) > ( b) K must hold since otherwise the rm would dissolve immediately leaving the shareholders with capital (
Finally, we can write the market value of equity as
0 because the marginal value of capital is bounded due to investment and disinvestment options. Moreover,
Because marginal value of capital is right-continuous this implies that J K (K; X; b) > 0 for values of K arbitrarily close to K U (X; b). We also have K K U (X; b) for any given X and b because the rm will invest to prevent the value of capital from going below K U (X; b). Therefore, the integral on the right side of this equation should be positive. Since sum of the two positive terms is positive we have J (X; K; b) > ( b) K 0 and this completes our proof.
This proposition essentially tells us that even if the rm would have the option to go bankrupt it would never exercise this option when debt is limited by the resale price of capital because the disinvestment boundary would be hit before bankruptcy becomes optimal. 8 It follows immediately that the debt agreement with no-bankruptcy condition is less restrictive. In particular, it should provide a greater debt limit because the market value of equity would still be non-negative if the lenders would lend the rm more than its resale value of capital. Since bankruptcy is suboptimal under both lending policies, I omit bankruptcy in the rest of the paper.
The rm maximizes the shareholder value by choosing its investment and nancing plans: Due to investment and debt adjustment costs it is not optimal for the rm to adjust capital and debt frequently. The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (HJB) in the inaction region where the rm does not make any adjustments is given by
where = X S A is the risk-adjusted drift of the productivity process 10 . When we divide both sides of this equation by the market value of equity, J, this equation tells us that the required rate of return from buying the rm should be equal to the dividend yield (the rst term) and capital appreciation (the second and third terms). 1
Finally, if we denote the book leverage after adjustment as b 0 , the boundary conditions at the debt adjustment boundary is given by
The last of these conditions is the rst order condition with respect to after-adjustment leverage, b 0 under debt constraint. Hence it holds as an equality if the new book leverage satis es b 0 < or J (K; X; b 0 ) > 0 depending on the constraint imposed by the lender.
The market value of equity, J (X; K; b), should be homogenous of degree one in K and X because the cash ows and the adjustment costs on debt and investment are homogenous in K and X.
Optimal Investment Policy and Valuation of Equity
Since equation (1) holds identically in K we can take the derivative of both sides with respect to K to get
Because all terms in the rm's problem are homogenous of degree one in X and K the value of the rm should also be homogenous of degree one in X and K. As a result the marginal value of capital should be homogenous of degree zero in X and K. Therefore, we can de ne y X=K and q (y; b) J K (K; X; b) to express the last equation as
where h = (1 ) h and m (b) = (1 ) ( + rb) is marginal the cost of maintenance and nancing. Then, the boundary conditions at the upper and lower investment bounds are given by the following equations.
This reduces the original HJB equation to an ordinary differential equation; solving this involves nding two constants of integration and boundary values for y. Figure 2 displays the projection of the investment and inaction regions implied by the boundary conditions on the (K; X) plane. The Appendix shows that solving these equations and integrating marginal value of capital leads to
where
are functions of book leverage that only take positive values. 14 The four terms are the value of assets in place (before costs), growth options, disinvestment options and the present value of operating and nancing costs. 13 We can see that the additional smooth pasting conditions for
are automatically satis ed once we take the derivative of the value matching equations and apply the smooth pasting conditions for y. Therefore, we omit these conditions for the rest of the analysis.
14 Note that the derivation of market value of equity does not make use of the boundary conditions for debt restructuring. 
Financial Leverage and Investment
We now turn our attention to optimal nancing policy and its relationship with investment. The following proposition shows that the tax advantage of leverage makes the rm choose its investment policy as if it faces greater irreversibility. Then I will show that the optimal nancing policy for the rm is to exhaust its debt capacity. Therefore, the rm prefers the no-bankruptcy condition because it provides greater debt capacity. Finally, I show that the debt capacity under no bankruptcy condition is independent of state variables.
Proposition 2 When interest payments are tax deductable the gap between investment and disinvestment boundary as measured by
Proof. See Appendix Intuitively, the gap between investment and disinvestment boundaries increase as the ratio of purchase and resale price increase because it is this discrepancy between prices that creates investment irreversibility. Then we should answer why purchase price increases relative to resale price. When investment is nanced with leverage, the shareholders do not only care about the actual price of capital but also the nancing costs associated with it. At the time of investment, the net purchase price of capital from the shareholders' perspective is the actual price net of any tax savings due to debt nancing. At the time of disinvestment, the net resale price of capital is the actual price minus the loss of tax deductions due to debt repayment. Since the purchase and resale price of capital increase by the same amount of tax saving their ratio should increase. This increases the effective irreversibility perceived by the shareholders.
The next two propositions show that the optimal behavior for the rm is to use all of its debt capacity at once if the cost of issuing debt is suf ciently small so that the tax savings due to interest payments dominates the cost of debt nancing and never to adjust its book leverage after that. I assume that the cost of issuing debt is below this limit.
below which the rms strictly prefers debt to equity.
Proof. See Appendix
Proposition 4 It is never optimal to readjust debt.
Proof. The Appendix shows that J b (X; K; b) + K 0. Therefore, the smooth pasting conditions required at the disinvestment boundary are not satis ed.
The following proposition shows that the leverage limit set by the debtholders is the same for all the rms regardless of their productivity and capital levels.
Proposition 5 The debt limit implied by the no bankruptcy condition is state-independent.
Proof. Using equation (5) This proposition tells us that the book leverage in this model should be state-independent because the debt limit is determined by the worst case scenario which is also state independent due to homogeneity of the rm value. This result is important for two reasons: First, it strengthens the result that it is not optimal to adjust debt once it is set because it is costly to adjust and the new limit would be the same as the old one. Second, because debt limit as a fraction of total capital is the same for all rms, book leverage is the same across rms with different book-to-market ratios. Figure 1 shows that this implication of the model ts the data.
Stock Returns

Investment Irreversibility and Stock Returns
In order to isolate the pure effect of investment irreversibility of stock returns I will focus on a rm that does not have any operating costs and nancial leverage. In this case, the market value of rm's equity is given by
where P > 1 > > 0 > N and H,D P and D N are positive constants. These three terms capture market value of the assets-in-place, the growth options and the disinvestment options which I denote J AP ; J G and J D respectively.
Using Ito calculus and some algebra we can derive the (conditional) expected excess stock return as
Therefore, the excess stock return is a value-weighted average of excess returns that comes from the three sources of value. Since the book-to-market ratio can be expressed as K=J (K; X) = 1=J (1; y) the ratio of productivity to capital is a suf cient statistic that is negatively related with book-to-market ratio. It is then straightforward to show that the stock return increases in y and hence decreases in book-to-market values which produces a growth premium rather than a value premium.
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15 Intuitively, the assets-in-place and growth options build a higher fraction of the market value for rms
The result presented in this section is intuitive once we realize the similarities of growth and disinvestment options with nancial options. The rm's investment opportunity is a call option because the rm has the right but not the obligation to buy a unit of capital at a predetermined price. As we know from nancial options literature, as the price of the underlying security rises and falls, the price of the call option rises and falls at a greater rate than the underlying security. 16 This suggests that the value of growth option, i.e. the call option to invest, should be more responsive to pro tability shocks, and hence riskier, than the assets-in-place. This is captured by P > in this model. As a result, growth rms, which derive their value mainly from growth options should have higher expected returns.
Similarly, the disinvestment opportunity is a put option, because the rm has the right but not the obligation to sell a unit of capital at a predetermined price. The value of this put option is negatively related to the value of the underlying asset because the gain from exercising the option, i.e. disinvestment, is higher for less productive rms. Therefore, the disinvestment option provides the value rms with an insurance against downside risk and hence reduces their riskiness. In this model, this is captured via N < 0.
This result is in contrast to the intuition of several recent papers, such as Zhang (2005) and Cooper (2006) , that present investment irreversibility as the source of the value premium. These papers argue that investment adjustment costs make it harder for value rms to deploy their excess capital when the economy faces bad shocks whereas growth rms do not face the same problem as they do not have too much excess capital. As a result, assetsin-place should be riskier than growth options and hence value rms should be riskier than growth rms. However, these papers also include xed operating costs in the pro t function of the rm which would affect the business risk and can create a value premium as Carlson, Fisher and Giammarino (2004) suggest. Unfortunately, these papers do not provide an analysis of how much of the return differences are accounted for by the irreversibility and operating leverage.
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The following proposition generalizes the argument that growth options are riskier than with higher productivity-capital ratio. This, combined with the arithmetic signs of the parameters leads to positive derivative of stock returns with respect to y. The Appendix provides the calculus. 16 The call option is implicitly levered: If we denote the underlying security price with S and the strike price K the payoff of the call options is S-K which has the elasticity d ln(S K)=d ln S > 1 where the strike price, K, is the leverage.
17 Zhang (2005) provides (in Table IV ) a sensitivity analysis that shows a 10% reduction in xed costs reduces the difference between stock returns of the rms in highest and lowest book deciles by 1%. Unfortunately, there is no analysis about how the model performs when xed costs are set to zero. However, if we assume that the elasticity of return differences to xed costs is constant, eliminating operating leverage should lead to 10% decrease in value premium between highest and lowest deciles and hence nullify the stock return differences in Table IV. assets-in-place by providing a proof that does not depend on the properties of the adjustment cost or of the processes for productivity and stochastic discount factor. The proposition focuses on total irreversibility of investment because if the irreversibility were the main reason for value premium it should create the greatest value premium if rms were not able to disinvest.
Proposition 6 In the absence of leverage and under perfect investment irreversibility growth options are riskier than assets-in-place.
Proof. In case of perfect irreversibility the rm does not have a disinvestment option. Therefore, the market value of equity consists of value of growth options and assets-inplace only. If we let r AP be the return on assets in place and r G be the return on growth option we can write the expected returns to equity as
Moreover, given capital, rms with higher productivity have lower book-to-market values and hence are growth rms for which the growth options constitute a greater share of market value. Therefore, we should have
With a little algebra, we can show that
which together with previous inequality implies that r G > r E > r AP . Therefore, growth options are risker than assets-in-place.
It follows from this proposition that growth rms that derive their value from growth options should have higher expected returns so that we have a growth premium rather than value premium under investment irreversibility without leverage.
Despite the negative relationship of value premium and investment irreversibility, I keep irreversibility in my model because it is useful to generate a wide range of book-to-market values, market leverage and hence variation in stock returns. In particular, note that in the absence of irreversibility the excess returns would be the same for all rms and equal to S A .
Financial Leverage and Stock Returns
Using Ito calculus and the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (1) from the previous section we can write the excess stock returns as
where S is the price of risk, A
is the risk exposure and dw = A dw A + i dw i . The Appendix shows that we can rewrite excess stock returns as
where the rst factor captures the Modigliani-Miller effect whereas the second factor decomposes the total business risk (as if the rm is all equity nanced) into assets-in-place, growth option and disinvestment option. Financial leverage affects returns in two ways. The rst effect, the Modigliani-Miller channel, is obvious in equation (7). Firms with higher market leverage, bK=J, also have higher book-to-market values (1 b) K=J when book leverage b is constant. This makes the equity of rms with higher book-to-market value riskier.
The second effect comes from the interaction of nancial leverage and investment. We have seen that nancial leverage increases the effective degree of irreversibility faced by the owners of the rm and that irreversibility causes a growth premium, rather than a value premium. Therefore, the effect of leverage on business risk, which is captured by the second factor in equation (7), counteracts the Modigliani and Miller effect.
The net effect of leverage on stock returns depends on the parameterization of the model which we will focus next.
Calibration
Some parameters of the model have direct counterparts in the data. Accordingly, tax rate is taken to be 35% from Taylor (2003) . The risk-free rate is taken to be 2% using time series average Fama's monthly T-Bill returns from CRSP database from 1963 to 2007. The yearly value of S is set to 0:11 in order to match the average monthly Sharpe ratio of the excess market return using the excess market return series from Kenneth French's webpage, again from 1963 to 2007. Finally, the book leverage is set equal to 0:50.
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The remaining parameters for which we do not have direct observations are estimated via maximum likelihood using the long-run stationary distribution of the book-to-market values from Compustat. I could calibrate all the parameters using a collection of numbers from other papers such as Zhang (2005), Cooper (2006) or Gomes and Schmid (2009) , or estimate the parameters that t the distribution of returns, as in Carlson, Fisher and Giammarino (2004) . Instead I make use of the distribution of book-to-market values because explaining the cross-section of returns consists of two important steps: Getting the relationship between returns and book-to-market values right and getting getting the distribution of book-to-market values right. If the model fails any of these steps it cannot produce the correct distribution of returns. Even worse, a model can claim to explain the cross-section of returns correctly although it fails in both steps. Therefore, starting the analysis with the distribution of the book-to-market values provides a consistency check.
The Appendix shows the derivation of the closed form solution for the long-run stationary distribution of book-to-market values implied by the model. For estimation purposes, I make the counterfactual assumption that book-to-market values are serially and crosssectionally independent and identically distributed because the complex nature of full information maximum likelihood function would require resorting in simulated maximum likelihood which would be computationally expensive. Hayashi (2000) shows that the resulting quasi-maximum likelihood estimator is indeed consistent and it is a safe approach given the high number of rm-year observations in Compustat.
The resulting estimation values are presented in Table 1 whereas Figure 3 gives the relationship between conditional expected stock returns and the book-to-market values implied by the calibration.The standard errors are to be calculated using a bootstrap procedure and ignored for now. Indeed we see that the Modigliani and Miller channel of leverage dominates the investment channel because the equity returns are increasing in book-to-market 18 Due to interaction between resale price of capital and book leverage it is enough to preset only one of these parameters. Since there is no consensus regarding the exact value for the resale price of capital whereas we actually observe the book values from Compustat I preset book leverage and estimate the implied resale value of capital. values Using this calibration we can also immediately decompose the contribution of leverage to stock returns through investment and Modigliani-Miller channels. Figure 4 shows that introducing debt hardly has any effect on business risk and hence the Modigliani-Miller channel easily dominates the investment channel as it has been con rmed by Figure 3 .
Simulation Results
Using the parameter values in Table 1 , I simulate the model to obtain the statistics for different book-to-market portfolios à la Fama and French (1992) . Table 2 This table shows that the simulated returns, book-to-market ratios and market leverage are very close to data in accordance with the intuition presented in the paper: When bookto-market values are relatively constant across different portfolios value rms have higher leverage than growth rms and hence investing in the equity of value rms is riskier than Table 2 : Data versus simulation results with estimatedparameters. The simulation results are the average of 25 simulations wtih 4000 rms and 2500 periods each. The rst 1500 periods have been discarded to allow the system to converge its steady state. The portfolios are sorted according to their book-to-market values in order to form 10 portfolios every month as done by Cooper (2006) instead of every year as in Fama and French (1992) . Yearly sorting does not change the results in a signi cant way. The results are averages across simulations. Simulated returns are adjusted upwards for in ation. Source: CRSP and Compustat merged database and author's calculations.
investing in the equity of growth rms. Finally and not surprisingly, because this is a single factor model the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) s explain a signi cant part of variation in stock returns (not reported here). This issue is addressed in the next section.
Time varying price of capital
One property of the model is that there is only a single systematic shock and hence the conditional CAPM holds. Although the unconditional version of the CAPM cannot perfectly explain the differences in stock returns it still explains a signi cant fraction, more than what is predicted by the data. This is a common property of the production based models that try to explain cross-sectional variation in stock returns with only one shock.
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However, one reason that makes value premium a puzzle is that it cannot be explained by the CAPM. Many investor based models like intertemporal capital asset pricing model (ICAPM) as studied by Merton (1973) , Campbell and Vuolteenaho (2004) and Lettau and Wachter (2007) suggest that CAPM fails because it does not price a risk factor correctly, in particular the shocks to discount rate.
Following their footsteps, this section introduces an additional systematic shock in order to facilitate the violation of the conditional CAPM. In my case this shock affects prices of capital goods. I show that this extended model can be reduced to a version of original model where the CAPM does not correctly capture the risk prices for capital goods price and productivity risk. As a result the conditional CAPM betas do not line up with crosssectional stock returns and even more interestingly, conditional betas might be negatively related to book-to-market ratios in some periods.
I assume that the price of capital follows a geometric Brownian motion 20 , that is dP t P t = P dt + P dw P For this process, P < 0 implies that increasing the capacity becomes cheaper over time which creates a vintage capital effect. We can write the problem of the rm as 
The new term^ P bP t K t appears because of the changes in the amount of debt as a result of changes in the price of capital where^ P = P + SP P is the risk adjusted drift of the price process. Intuitively, operating capital acts like an asset that provides an instantaneous return of dP=P due to debt agreement and price movements and^ P is the risk-adjusted value of this return. I assume that the risk prices ofX and P have opposite signs because good times are characterized by higher productivity and lower input prices. Note that this problem is linearly homogenous inX t and P t since both variables follow a geometric Brownian motion and enter linearly into the problem. Therefore, I can divide everything by P t and de ne X t X =P t , (K; X) (K;X; P )=P and J (K; X) W (K;X; P )=P . This will give us the following Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation in the inaction region
with^ A = P SA A . This HJB equation is very similar to the HJB in the original model and the boundary conditions are identical. As a result of this close relationship with the original model, all the analysis for the original model holds for this extended version. In particular, any investment and nancing policy, distribution of book-to-market values and stock returns under the original model can be replicated under the extended version. However, behavior of conditional CAPM will change signi cantly which we will focus on in the next sections.
Stock Returns
In this section I will provide the expressions of individual stock returns, denoted by i, and value-weighted market return in order to analyze the relationship of actual conditional expected returns with those implied by CAPM. Let's de ne G = W=S as the value of the rm. It can be shown that the equity returns in this extended version are given by
Due the homogeneity of G (K; A; P ) in A and P we have
Using individual stock returns, we can derive the market return as
Market Beta and Failure of Conditional CAPM
Using the individual rm and value-wighted market returns presented before, I will not show the failure of conditional CAPM. For the sake of simplifying the notation, let's de ne
Using the formulae above we can calculate the conditional market beta as
Then, the expected instantaneous return implied by conditional CAPM is not equal to conditional expected returns, i.e.
which implies the failure of conditional CAPM. More interestingly, it is possible that a rm with higher returns has lower beta. To see this, rewrite beta as
While the expected return is increasing in i (which leads to value premium) we have
= m which holds when m is suf ciently small. Note that
due to homogeneity and hence m is small when J K is particularly high, i.e. during good times. This implies that the excess market return and the conditonal market betas are countercyclical. In this model, the CAPM fails because there is a systematic factor CAPM does not price correctly, that is the shocks to price of capital goods. The bottom line is that we can generate the failure of CAPM with relative ease compared to generating the correct cross-sectional distribution of stock returns and book-to-market values simultaneously.
Conclusion
I have presented a dynamic model of the rm with limited capital irreversibility and incomplete debt contracts in order to analyze the effects of nancial leverage on investment and explain the cross-sectional differences in equity returns. This model can capture several regularities in corporate nance and asset pricing literature in a parsimonious and tractable way.
Introducing debt into production based asset pricing models several possibilities. For example, the model presented here can be extended with time varying interest rates in a similar framework to Merton's (1973) intertemporal capital asset pricing model (ICAPM). This will serve for two purposes. First, it will decrease the explanatory power of conditional market beta for stock returns and will get us one step closer to solving the value premium puzzle. Second, because rms with high book-to-market ratio also have higher leverage they will have greater exposure to interest rate shock which further reinforces the value premium. I hope that this paper will stimulate future research in this direction. 
Appendix
Market value and Stock Returns with Irreversibility and Financial Leverage
We can simplify our problem by de ningq (y; b) q (y; b) + m=r. Therefore, equations (2), (3) and (4) can be rewritten as
This makes the solution of the differential equation similar to the one in Abel and Eberly (1996) which is a special case of my model that excludes leverage and risk preferences of investors. Following their analysis, I de ne the following functions
where P and N are the roots of the quadratic equation (x) = 0 and satisfy P > 1 > > 0 > N . Then the solution of this differential equation should be of the form
The reason is that b only appears in the boundary conditions forq but not in the differential equation.
and the values of boundaries are given by
and
Using this solution, the value function can be found by simply integrating q (X=K) over K to get
Now we focus on stock returns. Let's apply Ito's Lemma to equity value in the inaction region, J (K; X)
Use the relationship = X S A and the HJB equation
The solution is identical to Abel and Eberly (1996) once the purchase and resale price of capital in their model is substituted with u (b) and l (b) respectively. Therefore, I omit the lengthy details of calculus that leads to the solution but they are available upon request.
22 Direct integration of q (y) would yield a constant of integration that should have the form D X (b) X due to homogeneity property of the value function. However, direct substitution of J (X; K) in to the HJB equation shows immediately that D X (b) should be zero. to get has the form
Because D P (b) and D N (b) are highly non-linear functions of b and because G (b) is an implicitly de ned function a brute force approach would be too tedious. Instead, we will focus on the value matching and smooth pasting conditions. Using to the functional form and homogeneity of the market value of equity in X and K, the value matching and smooth pasting conditions for the marginal value of capital can be expressed as
If we take the derivatives of the rst two equations with respect of b and plug the last two equations in the resulting expressions we get
As a result, the derivative of total rm value as a function with respect to leverage is given by
where b has been dropped in G (b) for the sake of brevity. Therefore the marginal value of debt is given by
Since G > 1 and P > 1 > 0 > N the term in square brackets is decreasing in y. Therefore, debt is the preferred for of nancing at every state if
Since G > 1 and P > 1 > 0 > N the second term is on the right side is negative whereas the third term is less than 1. Moreover, the right side of this equation is decreasing in G and we already know from the proof of the previous proposition that
debt is always preferable regardless of state and degree of irreversibility.
Proof of Proposition 4
Using the results from the last section we have
which attains its minimum value for y = y L . So it is enough to show that this value is positive once we substitute y = y L , i.e. that
Since G > 1 and P > 1 > 0 > N the second term is on the right side is negative whereas the third term is less than 1. Therefore, the term in square brackets should be positive. Since J b + K > 0 one of the smooth pasting conditions at debt adjustment is not satis ed and hence it is not optimal to readjust debt.
Market Value and Stock Returns with Investment Irreversibility Only
The market value of equity under this setting is the same except that we should set b = = 0. Let H ( ) h= ( ) and G y U =y L . Then the solution of the differential equation for q (y) where y X=K is given by
where G is the solution of 1 (G) G G 1 = 0
To show that the returns are increasing in y rst note that we can write the excess returns as 1 dt E (dR) r =
Long-run distribution of book-to-market values
In this section we will calculate the stationary long-run distribution of book-to-market values. In line with Security Exchange Comission rules we assume that the rms should exit the stock exchange market if their value falls below a particular threshold. In order to have a stationary distribution we also assume that each rm that leaves the stock market is replaced by another rm that enters the market after paying a xed cost linearly proportional to its capital. This later assumption guarantees that the entry point for all rms is the same and characterized by y = y due to homogeneity of the maximization problem in X and K.
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Using the model parameters, we can calculate the cross-section of returns in the longrun by looking at the stationary distribution of y between two barriers, y L and y U . The exit-entry mechanism discussed above implies that the long run cross-sectional distribution of y will be the same as the long-run distribution of a particle with a resetting barrier at y L where the target after resetting is y. Note that the case without exit is a special case of this mechanism where y = y U and no entry cost is a special case with y = y L .
Finally, we will assume that a company leaves the sample if y = y > y L . This assumption serves two purposes: First, rms with very low market values will leave the sample in accordance with the Security Exchange Comission rule that requires delisting of companies of which share price falls below a certain value. This property is also evident in the data because the highest cross-sectional value of book-to-market in different years is capped at around 30 whereas we should be observing much higher book-to-market values if rms with very little market values would not be delisted. Second, because this assumption caps book-to-market values it will improve the t of the average book-to-market values and stock returns at the highest decile.
The law of motion for y is given by dy=y = X dt + dw. Let's de ne z log y, z L log y L and z U log y U and let g (z) be the long-run distribution of z. Bertola and Cabellero (1990) show that g (z) is given by the solution of the Kolmogorov forward equation
The same entry point is a simplifying assumption. Different entry points would not affect the functional form for market value of equity since the debt capacity is independent of state variables.
separately for the regions [z L ; z) and ( z; z U ] with the following boundary conditions
where g (z + ) is the right limit and g (z ) is the left limit of the distribution function. We also have the integral condition
Once we nd g (z) we can nd the distribution of y using the transformation ' (y) = g (ln y). A little algebra shows that the long-run distribution of y is given by Then, we can write market-to-book values as J= (1 b) K = V (y) = (1 b). Once we de ne the function ! (y) = V (y) = (1 b) the long-run distribution of market-to-book values, mb, is given by
for V (y U ) = (1 b) mb V (y L ) = (1 b) and zero otherwise.
Once we have the long-run distribution of book-to-market values I use the long-run distribution derived from data in order to estimate the model parameters using maximum likelihood.
